TRANSPORTATION

Getting to Denali National Park
You will need to make independent arrangements for arrival to Denali Park by rail, motor coach, or car.

Train from Anchorage
Arrival: 3:45 pm the day before your reservation. Overnight at the Park Entrance (we recommend the Denali Bluffs Hotel or the Grande Denali Lodge).
Lunch: Eat beforehand or purchase food to be eaten en route.
Meeting time near the train station: 1:00 pm. Look for our lettered red and white bus at the far end (south) of the Denali train depot and check in with our expeditor or driver.

Train from Fairbanks
Arrival: 12:00 pm.
Lunch: Eat beforehand (on train) or purchase food to be eaten en route.
Meeting time near the train station: 1:00 pm. Look for our lettered red and white bus at the far end (south) of the Denali train depot and check in with our expeditor or driver.

Motor Coach from Anchorage or Fairbanks
Arrival: 12:30 – 1:00 pm
Lunch: Purchase food and eat en route
Meeting time near the train station: 1:00 pm. Look for our lettered red and white bus at the far end (south) of the Denali train depot and check in with our expeditor or driver

IMPORTANT: Private vehicles must be parked at the Visitor Center Overnight Parking Lot (NOT at the Denali Train Depot). Parking is free and easy to access. We recommend you unload luggage and passengers at the Denali train depot at 12:45 pm, drive to the lot and park your private vehicle, walk across the road to the Denali train depot to join your party and check in with our bus driver or expeditor at 1:00 pm.

2020 Package Rates
Open June 4 - September 11, 2020
$560.00 per person, per night, plus tax
(based on double occupancy)
2 night minimum stay
Each additional person in the room, $460.00 per night
Maximum number of people per room is five (5)
Children 3 years old and under stay free.
Single occupancy supplement fee is $100.00

Included in the Package Rate:
Round-trip bus transportation
Cabin with private bath
All meals between regular check-in time and regular check-out time
Guided hiking
Interpretive programs
Mountain biking
Fishing
Gold panning

Kantishna Roadhouse
Mailing Address
1 Doyon Place, Suite 300
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701

For Reservations Call
800-942-7420
For further information visit our website at:
www.KantishnaRoadhouse.com
Email: roadhouse@doyontourism.com
**Method of Payment**
We accept a check in US funds drawn on a US bank and two major credit cards: VISA and MASTERCARD.

**Deposit:**
A deposit equivalent to 50% of the package price, plus tax, is required to hold and confirm your reservation. If using your credit card, we need the name as it appears on the credit card, the number, and the expiration date. Or you can mail to us a cashier’s check or personal check. Please include the dates reserved with your deposit.

All reservations without the deposit will be automatically cancelled after 14 days.

**Balance of payment due 60 days in advance of arrival**

**Cancellation fees:**
- 60 or more days prior to arrival: $100.00/person
- Between 59 and 30 days of arrival: Forfeiture of deposit
- Within 30 days of arrival: Forfeiture of full payment

**Note:** Reservations made on or after May 1 are subject to shorter cancellation periods.

**Trip Insurance:**
We strictly enforce our cancellation policy. Trip insurance is strongly recommended. Purchasing a travel protection plan will give you peace of mind and help to ensure that you are covered in the event of an unforeseen cancellation or interruption of your trip.

**FYI:** www.tripinsurance.com

---

**FOR RESERVATIONS**
Call: 800-942-7420
Or Email: roadhouse@doyontourism.com

---

**Getting To and From Kantishna Roadhouse**

**ARRIVAL DAY:**
- Departs Denali Train Depot: 1:30 pm
- Arrives Kantishna Roadhouse: 7:45 pm

Our red and white bus, marked “Kantishna Roadhouse,” will be parked at the far south end of the Denali train depot parking area. (See map on back of brochure.) Plan to eat lunch prior to meeting the bus. We will serve a light snack en route but if you skip lunch it will not be enough to sustain you until dinner at 8:00 pm.

**DEPARTURE DAY:**
- Departs Kantishna Roadhouse: 6:20 am
- Arrives Denali Train Depot: 11:20 am

---

**Baggage Information**

**Luggage space on our bus is limited.**
Each guest is allowed one bag (the equivalent of an airline roll-aboard, 35 pounds max; soft luggage only—no hard-sided suitcases) and one carry-on. If you are planning to fly in either or both directions, the air service has a 25 pound max.

Baggage storage is available near the Visitors Center and storage fees vary from $5.00 to $15.00 per bag. You will need to store excess baggage PRIOR to meeting and boarding our bus at 1:00 pm.

**Note:** Coolers, bags, or boxes containing alcohol are NOT PERMITTED to be carried on the bus.

---

**FLIGHT INFORMATION:**
There is an airstrip in Kantishna and flying to and from the lodge is an option. We recommend Kantishna Air Taxi. Please be advised if you choose to fly to or from the lodge the following applies:

- Early check-in on arrival day is at 5:00 pm (you would otherwise be arriving on our bus at 7:30 pm). We cannot accommodate arrivals before 5:00 pm. Kantishna Air Taxi will provide your transport from the airstrip to the Kantishna Roadhouse (a 5 minute drive) at 5:00 pm or later. You will have dinner at 8:00 pm with the other arriving guests unless arrangements have been made for the 6:00 pm dinner seating.
- Late checkout on departure morning is 10:00 am. Kantishna Air Taxi will pick you up at 10:15 am for a 10:30 am flight. Be sure to arrange your baggage transport with Kantishna Air Taxi as their cargo space is limited and your suitcases may be transported to the Park Entrance on our bus that departs the lodge at 6:20 am.

Flights are weather dependent and you are responsible for checking with the front desk at 6:00 am to confirm your flight. If weather will prohibit the flight, you must be ready to board the bus for the 6:20 am departure!

---

**GENERAL INFORMATION**

**COMMUNICATION**
A pay phone (credit card only) is located on property for outgoing calls. Please DO NOT plan to send or receive faxes or emails during your stay. Incoming calls should be directed to the front desk at (907) 683-1475. Please limit incoming calls to emergencies only as this number is a satellite connection and our only business line.

**ACTIVITIES**
We offer daily naturalist guided hikes—casual, moderate and challenging. We can also assist you in planning independent outings such as biking or fishing. For those that choose to stay in camp for the day, our comfortable lobby, cozy lobby, upper level screen porch or our greenhouse—offer pleasant alternatives.

A variety of interpretive programs are offered daily. In the afternoon, you can head to nearby Moose Creek for gold panning with one of our expert guides. We also have a kennel of happy sled dogs and their trainer presents a daily program on the history, care and training of these true Alaskan icons.

**RELAXATION MASSAGE**
Give yourself a true gift and the special attention you deserve during your stay with a full body massage. Our in-house massage therapist has a flexible schedule designed for your convenience. After an adventurous day of hiking, biking or fishing, any aches, pains, tension or stress will be released as you relax and enjoy the quiet and comfort of our unique setting and all of the benefits of massage. (Note: Massage is not included in the package price).

**DINING AND BAR SERVICE**
Breakfast is served at 5:30 am (to accommodate departing guests) and from 7:30 am to 8:45 am for in-house guests. A sack lunch will be provided for those that choose all-day excursion hikes. Dinner is served family-style at 6:00 pm (except on the day of your arrival when dinner is at 8:00 pm). We have a beautiful full-service bar that offers a nice selection of Alaska brewed beers on tap and wines from around the world, as well as all of your favorite spirits. The Kantishna Roadhouse is the only lodge in the Kantishna valley that offers a full-service bar. (Note: Alcohol is not included in the package price).

**LOBBY**
The lobby is located in the main lodge building along with our front desk, natural history library, upstairs screened-in porch, gift shop, dining rooms and bar. The building is crafted of Alaska white spruce logs and provides many cozy and comfortable places to relax. There are fireplaces in the lobby and dining rooms where guests love to gather to read or visit by the fire.